THE ELECTROSTATIC CARPET SWEEPER™
“Tired of high electric bills, expensive vacuum cleaner bags and
repairs, and loud noises?
Then try Fuller's Electrostatic Carpet Sweeper.”
The Mighty Mini! Who needs this? Every homeowner, camp owner,
RV owner, apartment, office, hotel, restaurant, store, small business,
college dorm, timeshare, school classroom, church. Everybody needs one.

Seeing is believing. It works much better than other brands. Weighs less
than 3 pounds, easy to carry up and down stairs. Great whether you are 8 or
88. Tough steel housing/handle is made to last, unlike other brands made of
plastic, and a soft vinyl bumper strip protects your furniture. A “Green”
product - No electricity or batteries needed. Has no cord for people to trip over; keep your business
looking sharp between professional cleanings, without people tripping over a cord and suing. Much
easier than getting a vacuum out every time, especially for the elderly. Nice and quiet - won’t wake up
the kids taking naps or disturb customers. With self-adjusting wheels, it cleans all types of carpet, plus
hard floors, even corners and stairs. Handle folds down flat to a mere 2-½” height to sweep under
couches and chairs; easily stores in tight spots horizontally or vertically. Two collector pans and a full
boar-bristle brush, not just a spiral brush, so it picks up just as well forward or backward. Some brands
seem to empty back out when you back up. Included clip-on comb will clean pet hair and string out
of the rotor brush. Corner bristles collect dust and debris from the baseboards. Demonstrations on TV
show our Electrostatic Carpet Sweeper efficiently sweeping everything off carpeting, including pet
hair, stepped-on breakfast cereal or crackers, rice, pine needles, kitty litter, sand, paper clips, nuts,
bolts, pens, nails, salt, and sugar. The faster you roll it back and forth, the higher the static attraction to
pick up the dirt, because of the special natural boar bristles. Move from floor to throw rug without the
rug being sucked up like a vacuum does.
Now Slate Gray color, or also a Bright Red.
Retail $49.99. (My price discounted) #964 Replacement Rotor Brush $19.99
CARPET SWEEPER STORIES:
"I thought that little box was a toy at first, but man, did I change my mind quickly when I tried it out!
Fits under chairs and couches, anywhere. Best thing I ever bought."
A friend at church bought an Electrostatic Carpet Sweeper from me because she was already
familiar with it. She and her husband loved it so much that, since he was on the building upkeep
committee, he recommended the Church buy one. Others in church have used it, and bought one from
me, including one who recommended it to the local acupuncture clinic who called me to buy one, and
later called to buy another one for her mother. – RR.
Faye in TN says: "Here's a cute thing you may enjoy: My sister hosted a Fuller party for me a couple
of weeks ago. After the party, I was so tired I left my things there. This included the Carpet Sweeper.
Two days later, she called and said, "I'm gonna shoot you, I have fallen in love with that danged
Sweeper and gotta have one."
People do love that Sweeper after trying it. My grandmother also loves hers. She used to use a light
electric broom for her living room carpet and was all tired out and had to lie down to catch her breath
afterwards. Our Sweeper is so light and easy to use and does such a good job, even on her hard floors,
that she told lots of friends and neighbors, getting me lots more sales. – Roland R
Cyndy P says it works great cleaning up tracked kitty litter, and is great for quick cleanups. If
unexpected company drives in, I can clean up before they even get to the door. Bird owners like it for
fallen bird seed. “I’ve had my Fuller Sweeper since 1993 and I’ve never needed to change the brush.
Just use the attached comb regularly to clean threads and hair out of the bristles, and the brush seems to

last forever.” – R.
“I love my Carpet Sweeper! I have degenerative disk disease in my low back and vacuuming is one
job I can't do and sweeping the floor is hard. Since I got my Sweeper, my floors look great. I can do
the whole house with little or no pain! I can even carry it upstairs and do those floors.” – Debbie N
Great for people with arthritis too.
My old house had an attached shed with outdoor grass carpet. I kept my firewood in there, and also threw my
boxes of packing peanuts in there. Bark and peanuts would get ground into the carpet and the vacuum was
useless against them. My Carpet Sweeper picked up that bark and peanuts so easily. Great for miniature golf
course greens. – Roland R.
One person comments that his mother had a Bissell carpet sweeper growing up and it seemed to empty back
out when you backed up or went onto the linoleum. Another customer says she loves the Fuller Sweeper much
better than the Oreck one she had. And another customer mentioned that she knew she wanted a Sweeper like
this, so went on the web looking for testimonials and reviews to see which brands people were happy with. She
said Fuller was the only brand with good reviews!
WI dealer Dennis adds: “Two quick notes about our Carpet Sweeper. I recently had a booth at a camping
rally. A customer questioned the performance of the Sweeper. I suggested they take it for a test drive. Using it
on an already vacuumed floor, they still picked up dirt with the Sweeper. I made a sale on the spot and they in
turn boasted about the Sweeper to others! And today on TV, I watched a demonstration of a new cordless floor
sweeper. It is motorized, requires charging, has a higher profile, made noise and picked up the same items as
our 'cordless' model. They are asking $80.00 and offered no more performance.”
CLEAN YOUR YARD. In April 2003, I heard of another ingenious use for our Carpet Sweeper. If it snows
where you live, you know those sand piles left on your lawn from snowplowing? Bev in Saco Maine told me
that the Sweeper works great sweeping that sand out of the grass! Much better than trying to rake the sand out.
She had a bucket to empty the Sweeper into.
“I can't believe how awesome the Fuller Brush Electrostatic Carpet Sweeper is. It works great, not just on
carpets but bare floors too. It even picks up broken glass!” - Susan, Florida. “I have found a great use for the
carpet sweeper - I have a carpeted stairwell and three dogs! It's difficult to carry and use a heavy vacuum in this
area - the Carpet Sweeper does a great job and is so easy to use I can sweep it every day. It does a great job
picking up the dog hair and fuzz.”
Roland adds: In the past 2 weeks [Jan 2004], when supposedly “nobody buys anything after Christmas”, I’ve
sold 6 Electrostatic Carpet Sweepers. I sold one to an insurance agency after leaving them one to try for a
couple days. I sold 5 at my Portland church because I donated one to them a while ago and during church coffee
hour, I make a point of demonstrating it to everyone, ahem, I mean I make a point of helping clean up after
coffee hour. People comment about how good it picks up the crumbs, and I show them how it works, and how
the pans open, and the comb to clean string and pet hair out of the bristle rotor brush. One person bought 3.
They have "talked it up" about "Roland's Carpet Sweeper". Yesterday we had our annual church auction (3/04).
I donated two Sweepers, hoping they'd get a decent offer. Well, they certainly did! They both sold for $60 each.
And more people want them now, after my impromptu dance and demonstration around the room with the
Sweeper. Another person said she wished she hadn't just bought a rechargeable-battery powered sweeper
elsewhere that doesn't do anywhere near the job that our Sweeper does (her words). One of those people bought
another one in December 2004 to mail to their son in Moscow, Russia!
Instructions: Comes in a compact box, easy to ship or wrap as a gift. 4-piece sectional handle screws
together and onto the Sweeper bracket. Leave one section out to make it kid-size for them to clean up (vroom
sounds not included). The rotor brush cleaning comb clips on the bottom of the handle. Replace rotor brush by
prying the plastic prong out enough to pop the rotor out/in. Restaurants picking up messy food will want the
interchangeable easily-cleanable #963 vinyl rotor brush, now included as a bonus.
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Order from this authorized Distributor: Roland Rhoades, 207-892-0923 or 1-800-775-1113
FBDWT@maine.rr.com
specials at: www.FullerBrushDWT.com/sweepers.htm

